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H. C. AUSTIN DAHLIA FARM
R. F. D. No. 1, Beaver Dam Road
Asheville, N. C.
PHONE ...........
DAHLIAS

The beauty of spring and summer vanishes into a mist of hazy recollection when the Dahlias in our garden make their debut. Pleasing shades of orange and scarlet, yellows as fiery as molten gold, vie their beauty with glorious autumn shades in mellow and warm combinations of rose, salmon-pink, and orchid-mauve—colors and hues no artist could ever hope to portray in their full beauty.

Dahlias are easily grown and are suited for planting in small as well as in large gardens.

In addition to the standard varieties our list includes the best of the late introductions.

Parcel Post paid on all orders and prompt delivery, satisfaction guaranteed as far as our responsibility goes.

We thank you for past favors and solicit your future business.

Austin’s Choice Collection of Exhibition and Cut Flower DAHLIAS

We have made up a fine collection of Exhibition Dahlias in all colors that are very beautiful, of the very largest that grows—6 for $5.00

Another collection of very choice medium size, all double and all rich colors—$3.50 per doz.

Another lot of select mixed decorative choice colors, as good as grow—$2.50 per doz.
H. C. AUSTIN DAHLIA FARM, Asheville, N. C.

DECORATIVE DAHLIAS

Alex Waldo—cream overlaid delicate pink...$1.00
Amen Ray—The Sun God, very large copper orange, reddish bronze .......................... 1.00
Bessie Boston—large red .................................. .50
Beatrice Slocombe—warm red, edged gold, a beauty ........................................ 75
Bonnie Brea—cream shaded blush pink .............. .75
Caruso, rich amber yellow & bronze, large 1.00
Charm—Golden orche, shaded rich amber ......... .75
Champaign—dull gold chamois, a wonder, exhibition .................................................. 1.00
Dakota—a red bronze, very large ....................... .75
Dorothy Robbins—buff orche suffused orange red .......................... .75
Dr. Tevis—exhibition salmon rose shaded old gold .......................... .75
Evequis—lavender blue ................................... .75
Florence Finger—large lavender, rich ................ .75
Insulinde—collasal rich orange yellow .............. .75
Hortulenus Fiet—Cream salmon, exquisitely blended to yellow .......................... 1.00
Jane Silby—delicate mauve pink, very large ......... .50
Rose Nell—very large, a true pink ..................... 1.00
Hercules—large rich yellow ................................ .75
Jersey's Beauty—a prize winner, rich pink, exhibition ............................................... 1.00
La Toreador—a glowing crimson red, exhibition .............................................. 1.00
Manitou—large amber ..................................... .50
Mephistophelis—vivid red, exhibition, tipped yellow ....................... 1.00
Mrs. Carl Salback—lavender pink, exhibition ....... .75
Mrs. I. D. Warner—large rich mauve, exquisite ........................................ 1.00
Mrs. M. D. Shiff—rich variegated red and yellow ................................................ 25
Minnie Burgle—warm red ................................ 25
Millionaire—very large, one of the best, delicate lavender ..................... .75
Nibelungenhorn — old rose, tinged golden brown .................................................. 50
Polar Bear—fine large white ........................................ .50
King Albert—rich, large purple................................. .75
Pride of California—large red ........................................... .75
Princess Pat—rose, large ............................................ .75
Red Cross, large warm red touched with gold .................... .75
Sylva Dickey—flox pink ................................................... .75
The Emperor—large velvet maroon ................................... .75
Theodore Vail—large old gold, shaded to rich apricot .......... 1.00
Tommy Adken,—flaming scarlet, a wonder, large ................ 1.00
Moonbeam—primrose yellow ........................................... .75
Jean Kerr—fine white, best cut flower ......................... .50
Jonkthur Boreel — soft yellow, shaded to golden amber ........ .50
Judge Marion—a striking shade of old rose, variegated ....... 1.00
King of Autom—salmon, tan and old gold ......................... .75
King of Commerce—rich large tango ............................... .50
Liberty Bond—salmon pink, very rich............................. .75
Lyndhurst—rich red ......................................................... .25
Madonna—white blush pink ............................................. .25
Maid of Kent—rich red spotted cream ............................ .50
Manzanits—terra cotta ................................................... .50
Lada Allie—poinsetta red, very rich indeed ......................... .50
Queen Mary—silver pink, fine cut flower ......................... .25
Kitty Dunlap, American Beauty shade, large ...................... 1.00
Mordella—one of the best, apricot buff ......................... 1.00
Perfect Beauty—scarlet tipped white, very choice ................ 1.00
Patrick O'Mear—yellow buff touched rose, very choice ........ .75
Mr. Crowley—rich salmon pink, one of the best ................. 1.00
World’s Best White—large exhibition ............................ 1.00
Springtime—variegated, lovely ....................................... .75
Copper King—rich copper .............................................. .75
Red Planet—exhibition, rich red ..................................... 1.00
Sylva—pink and white, cut flower ................................. .25
Waite’s White—fine white ............................................. .50
CACTUS DAHLIAS

Attraction—delicate lavender and pink...$ .75
Bertha Horn—bronze yellow and apricot... .50
Contrast—rich red ........................................... .50
Crystal—silver pink ........................................... .50
George Walters—salmon pink and gold,
    very large .................................................................. 1.00
Gee Whiz—buff and salmon, large............ .75
Gladys Sherwood—large white ................. .75
Melody—yellow and white .......................... .50
Pearl-de-Lyon—pure white ........................... .25
The Lyon—brass, rose and salmon ............... .75
Wolfganvon Gothe, large apricot and cream... .75
Purple Queen—rich purple, large .............. .40
J. W. Jackson—velvet mauve ...................... .35
Candeur—good white ....................................... .35
Crepsecule—yellow shaded orange .............. .40
F. W. Fellows—orange scarlet ..................... .50
Gloaming—orange tipped darker ................. .75
Lawin—white, pink blush .............................. .25
Libella—rose purple ....................................... .25
Mrs. Breck—cream yellow and pink ............... .75
Mme. Henry Cayeux—pink tipped white ......... .50
Mrs. Leo Nissen—yellow bronze, large ............ .75
Rena Cayeux—rich red ........................................... .75
Amber Glow—rich yellow, touched with red ....... .75
Elsie Oliver—rich pink ....................................... 1.00
Emme Marie—clear violet and rose cream,
    very choice ................................................... 1.00
Guardian—crimson scarlet .......................... .75
Sweet Bryer—salmon pink ............................ .40
Isham Patrol—large maroon flushed gold, 
    one of the best .............................................. 1.50